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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The study reported in this thesis attempted to determine some of the effects of institutional living on & group
of elderly people#

By the use of questionnaires the study

endeavored to discover whether any changes took place
between the expectations of the persons planning to enter
a home for the aged and the ©pinions of the same persons
after they had lived in the home.
During the 3ate 1950*8 and the early sixties, the North
Texas area witnessed the organization and construction of
several homes for the aged, The opening of one of the new
institutions offered the opportunity to interview applicants
for admission and to reinterview them after they had resided
in the home for approximately nine months.

Seventy-four of

the applicants were interviewed. Forty of these persons
were questioned again, using much the same questionnaire.1
The respondents were drawn from among the residents of
Blanton Gardens,a Methodist hotm for the aged in Baling Tex®.
1

The initial part of the study was conducted in the fall
of 1962 under the auspices of the Department of Sociology of
North Texas State University. The project was conducted by
Dr. H. J. Friedaam and Dr. H. R. Dick after receiving a
Social Security Administration Cooperation Research Grant to
study factors related to institutionalization of the aged.

The Methodist Church has had a home for aged women in Dallas
for several decades. Admission to the home was not limited
to members of Methodist churches. Sine© tin© horn# was
responsible for serving several counties in a heavily
populated part of the state, denomination leaders decided in
1961 that the old home had become inadequate*

The new home

was planned for a different section of the city

and was to

utilise more modem concepts of housing for the aged.
The new home was built for approximately one hundred and
fifty residents, including single men and couples as well as
single women. The " house" is actually five separate buildings
connected by covered walkways which are lighted at night.
The central building includes offices, activity rooms, an
assembly room, which also serves as a chapel, and a library.
The four residential buildings have single rooms with
private baths for the unmarried residents and two-room
efficiency apartments for

couples,2

Each residential building has its own small dining
room, but the cooking facilities are centralised. The
residential buildings also have their own public rooms. In
these rooms the resident can visit with friends, read the
various magazines provided, or watch the large television
sets, tesidents other than those in the apartments are not
permitted to have television sets in their roosts.
20nly six couples were in residence at the tine of the
second phase of this study.

3
fhe buildings utilize large area® of glass in exterior
walls#

Each of th® buildings is built around a patio and

garden area which can be reached through sliding glass panels
on all four sides. Each private- room has access to a small
garden area just outside its glass panels, ©n the whole the
architecture and furnishings are "modern,* probably much
more so than most of the residents had experienced before
moving in.
The library is rather well-stocked with novels, nonfiction books, and reference work® as well as periodicals.
The home has a barber shop and beauty parlor which are used
by most of the residents. There is also a eaeck bar where
the residents can enjoy cookies, crackers* and cold drinks*
The barber shop, beauty parlor, and snack bar are competently
operated by volunteers fro® various Dallas Methodist churches
and by the residents themselves. Since city buses do not
presently serve the area of town in which the home is
located, transportation to other parts of the city is
largely dependent on a assail bus operated on a regular
schedule by the home. Extension of public transportation
to the area is expected as a part of the expansion of service
of the now municipally owned bus company#
4s a matter of policy the new home has no Infirmary.
It has a head nurse, who cares for minor problems, and a
staff physician, who comes to the home twice each week and
whenever called. Residente needing constant care are moved

to the building which had been the original home. la effect
it is now a nursing horn© operated under the control of the
administrator of Blanton Gardens.
It is evident even fro® this brief description of
Blanton Gardens that its planners were attempting to make
use of modern concepts of congregate living for the aged.
A survey of some of these concepts will give perspective to
this study.
The Aged in America? A Background to the Study
During the first sixty years of the twentieth century
the total population of the nation increased by nearly 140
per cent—fro® 76 Billion to 1.79 million—but the population 65 and over increased by 370 per cent—from 4,500,000
t

to 16,600,000.3 Such figures are evidence of genuine
change in American society and of the increasing social
importance of the group oi persons 65 years of age and
beyond.
A growth in the percentage of older persons in the
population seems to be normal for a society as it becomes
highly industrialised. In preindustrial societies about
40 per cent of the population is below age 15, and only
2 to 4 per cent is 65 or older. The remainder, almost
sixty per cent, is obviously in the years between 15 and 64,
^President*© Council on Aging, The Older American
(Washington, 1963), p. 4.

sometimes called the productive years.

Sheldon finds that

as a society industrialises, the youngest group declines in
si sue as the oldest group increases and the middle group
remain® rather stable.^
As his age group enlarges relative to the total population, the older person finds himself pushed toward retirement
from the labor force.

In many cases he finds that retire-

ment i® made possible by Social Security and other pension
systems in his early sixties-and mandatory by many companies
by the age of seventy at the latest#
Retirement often brings economic difficulty to the
older person or older couple*

In 1960 the median income for

the tw*p«rson family headed by a person over 65 was $2,530*
while the median income for a similar family headed by a
person under 65 was $5,315«^
The economic status of the elderly is reflected in
their housing*

The designation "dilapidated or lacking

facilities" was applied to 20 per cent of the housing units
headed by a person 60 years of age or older in 1960,

The

comparable figure for the total population at that time was
16 per cent. Over 75 per cent of the housing units with
the family head 60 years or above in 1960 had been built
4iienry 13, Sheldon, "The Changing Demographic Profile,"
Chicago a f9l§f'^pp Ge 3Q n 32^ 9CT ' ® d i t @ d

by

rk Tibbitts

^President's Council on Aging, jgjj# cit.. p» 9.

la 1939 or earlier

The housing arrangements of older person® in the United
States bring into question the familial structure of the
culture relative to its structure in the past. Burgess
believes that the family has lost its traditional functions
of economic production, health care, leisure-time activities,
religious practices, education, and protection. These functions have been taken over in greater or lesser degree by
organizations.^

He cites the following factors as contribut-

ing to the decline of the extended family:

the change from

home to factory production? the development of the urban
way of lifej the rise of large organizations; automation and
the increase of leisure time; the conservation of human life.**
The ideas expressed by Burgess might lead to the conclusion that the aged person of today is not as well cared for
by his family as was his counterpart perhaps a century ago.
4n objection to this conclusion is raised by Friedmann who
offers evidence that in the nineteenth century the aged of
England and the United States were often treated as paupers
&U.S. Bureau of the Census, JJ» S, Census of Housing.
Vol. V I I , "Housing of Senior Citizens" (Washington, 1962).
p. XXIV.,

"^Ernest W. Burgess, "Aging in Western Culture," Aging
JJB Wegt.erqt Societies, edited by Ernest W. Burgess (Chicago,
19oOJ, p.
% r n e a t W„ Burgess, "Family Structure and Relationships ," Aging In Western Societies, edited by Ernest W .
Burgess (Chicago, 1960), pp. 271-72,

at best and were exploited in sweat ahops at worst. As to
housing, he offers statistical evidence that a greater
percentage of the elderly today are living with their
children than were doing so in 1&50 before the United States
becajae an industrialized nation.9
Tibbitts believes that there is still a strong emphasis
on the responsibility of adult children to provide car# and
support for parents in their later years, but h® argues that
there is an even stronger emphasis on the car® of young
children and the independence and autonomy of the older
10

persons*
Whatever the relative faailial structure in America
today, over 300,000 elderly persons are living in quasihouseholds, such as institutions, transient hotels, large
rooming houses, and labor or trailer parks#

Institutional

housing is divided into four categories by the Bureau of
the Censusi

federal and state hoaesj county and city homes§

private non-profit homesj other homes, which include
commercial boarding homes, commercially operated nursing
%'ugene A. Priedmann, "The Impact of Aging on the
Social Structure," Haigbook M M M S s m M M s i # edited
by Clark Tibbitts
10

(Chicago, 1960), pp« 133~3o»

C3ark Tibbiots, "Origin, Scope, and Fields of Social

SST?i8&;,aW5£

f f i f r ptr???9^y'edit6d

by

a
homes, rest and convalescent homes.^

In I960 there were

400,000 residents 65 and above in all types of homes offering
car® for the aged. Private non-profit homes housed 93,600
of these persons*^
Vivrett is highly critical of much of the institutional
housing available today. He says that boards of directors
often have little knowledge of modern concepts in car# of
th© aged#

As a result they underpay staff members and tend

to get people who are incompetent• The institution too often
is operating on an unstable economic base, and to save
money services are cut *^3 jje also finds evidence of institutional shortcomings in the architecture of th® buildings*
They are often massive, perhaps for the sake of prestige,
and do not serve the needs of their residents. They are
much more like hospitals than the "homes" they are supposed
to be. Ill-lighted rooms and halls, steep and numerous
stairs, poor states of repair and fire hazards are frequently
found*^ Modem theories of institutional housing for th®
aged call for something quite different*
u# o« uureau 01 tne uensus, u« a* Uensus
E orts
TWaihingt on *
^
* "Inmates oFTnstJ
12

Ibid». p. 7,

^Walter K, fivrett, "Housing and Coawunity Settings

c^^Migfafc

h

f^fi4)Tsi^^:

^Ibid., pp. 5go-81.

r o n t

^

K r

'

e d i t e d br

One of the primary emphases of the modern theory ©f
institutional housing for the aged is eilRtnation of th®
separation of elderly people in homes for th« aged from
society. With winy gerontologiata there is a tendency to
equate institutional living with segregation and to emphasize
its negative effects# Townsend warns of "institutional
stupor" or "neurosis#

5 kieberman offers evidence that

the impact of institutionalization nay even destroy the
older person#

In studying 860 applicants who entered the

Orthodox Jewish Home for the Aged in Chicago over the period
of a decade, he found that the death rate of those on the
waiting list was 10#4 per cent# For the first year in th#
home th© death rate was 24.7 per cent. He feels that
institutionalization may hasten death, hut h© admits that
the specific factors involved are unknown.1^ Rosow, however, point® out a paradox in which social scientists talk
on the one hand of the evils of age segregation, but accept
as a model retirement housing which usually result® in that
end. He find© that high morale is produced when the
15

Peter Townsend, "The Purpose of the Institution,"

j?g£fL3B& !sfff?olQf?icaL:
M 44as» edited by Clark
Tibbitts and Wilna Donahue, Vol. !Tof Aging Around the
World. 4 vols# (Mew Tork, 1962), p. 3By.
1Norton A, iieberman» "Relationship of Mortality Hates
to Entrance to a Home for the A^ed." Geriatrics. XVI
(Oct., 1961), 516-17#
*
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housing approximates a community.1?
As to preferences of the aged themselves, a survey in
the State of Washington by Stone and Slocuro reported that
only 10 per cent of rural and small town aged wanted
segregated living, but the investigators suggest that the low
percentage might have been a reflection of little need for
housing in that area.1^

About the same time a survey of

public housing applicants in New York City showed that one
third wanted segregated housing.
Donahue questions the popular idea that the older person is always better off in his own home and should enter
an institution only as a last resort.

She feels they may be

harmed by poor conditions in their own houses.2^
If institutions are necessary for some older people,
the dominant feeling among gerontologists is that the
institutional atmosphere should be modified as much as
possible.

An increasing demand exists for getting rid of

the institutional look and feeling of the home for the aged#
The one-story building often is favored because the
1

^Irving Rosow, "Retirement Housing and Social Integration," Social and Psychological Aspects of Aging* edited by
Clark fTEEitts and Wilma Donahue, vol.I of Aging Around the
World. 4 vols. (lew York, 1962), pp. 329-30."
1

%bid«. p. 331.

19

Ibid.
•cago.
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multi-story building may produce an atmosphere of abnormality by reminding the resident of a hotel or hospital,

the

single-story dwelling is usually more like what the resident
was accustomed to in his own home,

furthermore, it makes

mobility easier for the elderly resident.
The integration of the home for the aged into the
community is considered a desirable goal.

For this reason

the location of the facility in a quiet, isolated spot is
not thought to be as Important todcy as previously.

Easy

access to shopping, medical, and service facilities is
regarded as more desirable and presumably serves to keep
the resident from feeling that he is cut off from the
world.21
The modern home for the aged also attempts generally
to keep the resident from feeling too great a change from
his earlier life.

The living area of the home is designed

to meet the physical needs of the resident while giving him
privacy and an opportunity to live his own life.

The

private room is preferred over dormitory accommodations.22
The opinion often held in years past that older people fear
being alone and prefer common sleeping quarters does not
agree with experience#

The aged show a preference for

21Vivrett, op. cit., pp. 5S3-S4.
22

Ibld.. p. 531.
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private bed and living rooms,^

Congregate living seems to

be most acceptable when a separate unit can be maintained#
Swedish homes have successfully used H-shaped raits
with separate bed and sitting rooms.

Often they furnish

and color each room d i f f e r e n t l y G r i f f i n states that no
fashion of housing exists which is peculiar to th® elderly.
His main point is that they art highly individualistic and
that this should be taken into consideration in the design
and furnishing of the d w e l l i n g s , i n fact, if th® housing
does not suit the desires of th© aged, they may refuse it.2^
Vivrett recommends that living and sleeping areas
should not only be private but also roomy.
license under codes which allow

Some states

only 35 to 50 square feet

for bed space, but the 75 to 100 square foot cubicle is aor©
common, and even that is probably too small.*7

But even in

small rooms the use of colors and glass walls {exterior)
tend to give the impression of spaciousness*

The glass wall

also increases the sense of contact with the outside*
^Ernest W. Burgess, "Communal Arrangements for Older
Citiaens," Housing the Aging, edited by Wilms Donahue (Ann
Arbor, 1954), p. 85.
2

4Donahue, "Housing end Community Services," op. clt.,
p. 137.
2

5john J• Griffin, *Jhe Sheltering of the Aged,"
m£ Q?mP9l9KT» v Uan., 1950), p. 31.

Kverett Ashley III, "Where and How Older People
Live Today," Housing the A^ing- "dited by Wilma Donahue
(Ann Arbor, 1954), p. 24.
27

Vivrett, o£. cjlt., p. 605.
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Special efforts are being made to overcome the unwanted
"institutional1' appearance in the treatment of halls#

In

the past halls were often narrow, dark paths between rows
of rooms. They are now made wide, perhaps with one side
glassed in, showing a garden or p a t i o T h e hall areas
my be places of pleasant and informal social Intercourse
enabling the resident to adjust readily to the communal way
of life.
Many experts feel that the home for the aged must
foster the resident's social existence.2^ Some homes
provide organized activities and studies, facilities for
games

and for viewing television, as well as transportation

to th* recreational activities of the community. The existence of age segregation may serve to increase the older
person's activities, especially when the surroundings are
not severely "institutional."3®

Thi® increased activity

my be due to the older person* s having a feeling of greater
freedom aaong his age peers.
The i^por%ance of the use of leisure time is pointed
out in a study conducted in three homes for the aged by
^Donahue, "Housing and Community Services," op. cit«,
p. 137*

3%obert W. Klaeaseier, "The Ose and Meaning of Time in
Special Settings," Social and Psychological Aspects of Aj "

14
Taietsu

He found that residents of the home which offered

the least amount of leisure activities showed the lowest
degree of satisfaction with institutional life in answer to
the question, "In general, how much do you enjoy life in the
Home?n^1
Health is always a potential problem in a home for the
aged because of the concentration of persons of advanced
age*

Some of the better homes have complete infirmaries

equipped for extended care of the ill#

However, there is a

strong feeling among some gerontologists that even if the
home does care for the sick, it should segregate them from
the healthy#

Studies in Sweden suggest that the presence

of bed patients produces a rapid physical deterioration
among the well-aged.^2

On the other hand, if the home does

not care for the seriously ill, as is the case with Blanton
Gardens, a problem arises around the necessity of transfersring ill residents to a detached infirmary or hospital.
In summary, the modern home for the aged attempts to
provide the residents with comfortable living quarters
which are also bright and open to the out-of-doors. The
surroundings are part of an endeavor to allow elderly
persons to live as normally as possible in an institutional
setting. They are allowed freedom to move about, encouraged
Philip Taietz, Admlnlstrative Practices and Personal
Adjustment (Ithaca, N. I., 1953), p. 29.
3%onahue, "Housing and Community Services,n op. cit.,
p. tos.

15

to visit with relatives and friends, and provided with
leisure-time activities. They ar® also given security and
privacy for their owe pleasures*
Literature in the Area of Study
Although ample literature on housing for older people
exists, little of it touch©® the problem of their expectations of and satisfaction with institutional living* Most
of the major books on aging have chapters on housing,
including institutional housing. Generally they fall into
one of two categories. Either they are composed of the
opinions of experts in gerontology, or they call for research
into the question of housing. Empirical evidence that one
type of housing is superior to another in terms of the
welfare of the residents is lacking.
Studies, such a® those by Laverty^ and by Pan,
contrast groups of elderly persons in communal housing with
those in non-cosununal housing.

Both studies show that those

3 % . Everett Ashley, III and M. Carter
Need of Research toward Meeting the Housing
fiiderly,"Social a&d Psychological Assets
by Clark Tibbitts and Wilms Donahue. Vol. 1

McFarland, "The
Heeds of the
of Aging, edited
of Aging Around

the World. 4 vole. (Mew fork, 1962), pp. 315-22.

3%uth Laverty, "Non-Resident Aid—Community Vs.
Institutional Care for Older People,n Journal of Gerontology.
V {Oct., 1950), pp. 370-74.
35ju-Shu Pan, "A Comparison of Factors in the Personal

Adjustment of Old People in the Protestant Church Homes for
the Aged and Old People Living Outside of Institutions,"
2 M tigpagj M S a s M Psychology. XXXV (May, 1952),
pp. 195-203. '
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outside the homes are better adjusted»

A study by Scott of

nursing home residents contrasted with elderly persons in
non-institutional settings again found that the noninatitutionaliaed aged were better adjusted. She felt that
the health status of the people in both groups was the main
factor in their adjustment.^
Studies of housing preferences usually show that older
people prefer living alone to living with children or In an
institution* Britton found that 90 per cent of his respondents gave moderate to very positive answers in favor of
living alone. Although they felt the need for independence,
they still thought that either the elderly parent or the
adult child should offer assistance if needed. A® a result,
they felt that living with onefs relatives was preferable to
institutional life if living alone became impossible,
Institutional living was ranked below all other housing
arrangements by the respondents. Those who demonstrated any
preferences for institutional living were usually in the
raiddle age bracket (40-49 years of agej and of higher status
employment.37 Beyer says that communal living is generally
^^rances Q. Scott. "Factors, in the Personal Adjustment
of Institutionalised and Non-Institutionalized Aged."
American Sociological Review. XX {Oct., 1955), pp.533-46.
37jOSeph H. Britton, William G. Mather, and Alice K.

Lansing "Expectations for Older Persons in a Rural Coawunityi
giving Arrangements and Family Relationships.» Journal of
Gerontology. XVI (April, 1961), pp. 156-62.
^

17
a last choice aiaong samples of the aged he has studied.3d
The only study found which touched on the differences
between expectations and later impressions as a resident was
on® by Taietz.

Although it was not the major focus of his

inquiry, h® offers empirical evidence ©a expectations from a
study of 21? resident® in three

homes.39

He found that 70#5

per cent stated that before they entered the hones they had
no idea what t© expect. Another 10.6 per cent had negative
expectations and 15.7 per cent had positive expectations.
The remaining

per cent were not ascertained. His

respondents had averaged five years of residence in the homes,
and Taiets believes that their once vivid expectations had
dimmed, For instance, when they were asked, "In your
opinion, is life in the Home better, a® good, or not as good,
as you had expected it to b e ? %

only 11,1 per cent indicated

that they had had no expectations. Most of the residents
(71.4 per cent) said life in the home was as good as or
better than they had expected#

Of the remaining respondents,

14.3 per cent said that institutional life was not as good
as they had expected, and 3.1 per cent were uncertain.
Taietis believes that because of the time which had passed
since the respondents had entered the homes, they had allowed
3%lenn H. Beyer, "Living Arrangements, Attitudes, and

IaI*
Around the Mo.r^d, 4 vols. (Hew York, 1962) \ p. 362.
3%aieta, OP. clt., p. 29.

1 #*4 **.

current satisfactions or dissatisfactions to influence their
answers about expectations.

CHAPTER II
THE APPLICANTS AND THE QUESTIONNAIRE

In the fall of 1962 seventy-two persons who had applied
for admission to Blanton Gardens were interviewed. At that
tine the home was still under construction, with the opening
expected in February of 1963.

Of the ?2 interviewees, 40

were in Blanton Gardens when the second interview was
conducted in the fall of 1963.

Only the response® of the

forty persons who were interviewed on both occasions are
included in the data presented in the following chapters*
Nevertheless, a comparison of selected characteristics of
the entire group (72) of applicant® who were interviewed
initially with these 40 may suggest something about those
who, for one reason or another, did not enter the home#
Comparison of teeidents Interviewed with
Total Group of Applicants
Among both applicants and residents,women made up the
majority. The percentages were similar, with men composing
only 9.7 per cent of the applicants and 7»5 per cent of the
residents (see Table I).
The ages of the applicants ranged from 63 to 94. The
range of ages among the residents a year later was not
quite so great, 66 to 95. Most of the applicants {81*9 per

20
TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS

Residents

Applicants
Characteristic
Sex
Male
F«aal«

7.5

9.7

4

Total
Age

60-64

65*69

70-74
75-79

ajH*
No Reply
Total
Marital Status
Single
Married
tfidowed
Divorced
Other
Total
Living Arrangements
With Spouse
With Other Relative
With Friend
Institution#
Alone
Total

1

5
24
1S
1

1
1
JT

12

7
50
2
t

t .4

6

16

a

12

0
F

0.0

5.0
32,5
35.0

6*9
33.3
25.0
23.6

13
14

0*3

3

7.5
TtM*

7

17.5
5.0
75.0
2.5

16.7

,9.7
69.4

2.$

"TB&&

w

0

8«3

22.2
11.2

16,6
1 k

*1 includes hotels for to® aged.

2

a

0
To

2

30
1

0
"58"

2

I
§
,

20.0

0*0
WWI nil)WjyijM#llWlS>ii<iii

100.0
5.0
17.5
20,0
12.5
4.
Ttr
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cent) were is the three age groups from 70 through S4. The
same three groups included #7.5 P®** cent of the residents#
The resident group was slightly older, having a median age
of 77*7 years, while the median a.ge for applicants Con®
year earlier) was ?6,$ years#
For both interviews the respondents* replies about
marital status were classified into the following categories
"single,n wajarried,w "widowed," "divorced," and "other*w
Most of the people were widowed (69»4 per cent of the
applicants and 75«0 per cent of the residents)# There was
a very small difference in the percentages of single
persons {16,6 per cent of the applicants, 17*5 per cent
of the residents), In addition, 2*$ per cent of the applicants and 2,5 per cent of the residents were divorced#
The applicants also had one person classified as ^other."
A small proportion of each group was ftill married (9.7
per cent of the applicants, 5.0 per cent of the residents)#
Respondents also were asked about living arrangements
they had at the time they applied to Blanton Garden®#
The answers were tabulated in five broad categories}
living with spouse; living with another relative j living
with a friend; living alone; living in an institution for
the aged#

Included in the last category were such institu-

tions as hotels for the aged.
The largest proportion for each group waa living alon®
(41,7 per cent of the applicants and 45*0 per cent of the

22
residents). Of the applicants, 16.6 per cent were living in
an Institution for the aged, and 12.5 per cent of the
residents had had such living arrangements. The largest
difference between the two groups was among those living
with a friend. Of the applicants, 11.2 per cent had been
living with a friend, but almost twice that proportion (20.0
per cent) appeared in that category•,among the residents.
Approximately one fourth (22.2 per cent) of the applicants
had been living with a relative, as opposed t© only 17**5
per cent of the residents#

Very few in the two groups were

living with spouse {£.3 per cent of the applicants and 5*0
per cent among the residents).
When classifications by sex, age, marital status, and
living arrangements are compared, the 40 respondents appear
to be fairly representative of the larger group of 12
applicants*

Based on the four categories, generalisations

can be •made about both groups. They were predominantly
female, and members of both groups were about the m t m ages*
More than half of each group were in their seventies.
Most of the people who applied for entrance, and most of
those who entered, had lost a spouse. A small proportion
were still married and living with spouse.

The only major

difference between the two groups was in their living
arrangements. Whereas 22*2 per cent of the applicants were
living with some member of the family other than spouse,
only 17.5 per cent of th© residents were in such an
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arrangement.
difference.

Those living with friends showed an even greater
In general it can be said that each group was

dominated by widowed females between ?0 and 79 years of age,
who were living alone or with a family member or a friend.
Thirty-two applicants had not moved into the home at
the time of the second interview#

Three had deferred

entrance for reasons of health, and eleven more had deferred
entrance for other reasons.

Six of the applicants were in

G« C* Xoung Home, th® infirmary facility operated by th©
Methodists.

Eight of the applicants had died in the year

between th® interviews, and two of them had become senile,
and therefore unable to enter Blanton Gardens.

One married

couple was below age 65 ana was not eligible to enter the
home.
Th® Questionnaire
The questionnaires used to gather,information were
designed to produce "before and after" information about th®
forty applicants who subsequently became residents in order
that the effect of institutionalization might be made
apparent.

For example, the questionnaire used before the

respondents entered the hose asked, "When you have moved
to Blanton Gardens, do you think that you will be able to
visit with your children as much or more or less often than
you do now?*

The questionnaire for the second phase asked,

"How that you have moved to Blanton Gardens, are you able
to visit with your children as much or more or less often
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than before you moved here?"

Another question on the first

questionnaire was, "Do you think that you will hare more or
less leisure time than you do now when you move to Blanton
Gardens—or will It be about the same?" The second interview asked, "Do you think you have wore or leas leisure time
than you did before you moved to Blantoa Gardens—or is it
about the same?11 {see Appendix A J, Language wa® changed
only to the degree necessary to take account of residence in
the home.

The hypothesis assumed that differences in the

answers of the aged persons as applicants and their later
answers as residents would be due to the change to the
communal living arrangement#
Some of the information sought with the first questionnaire was not aought on the second#

For example, the data

reported above on age, sex, marital statu®, and living
arrangements, which was obtained in the first interview,
was sufficient for the needs of the study.
The questionnaires had several emphases, First, they
endeavored to tap the feelings of the elderly persons toward
the physical environment provided by the institution. For
example, respondents were asked their opinions about the
general architecture, the furnishings, the size of rooms,
and dining facilities.

Second, they were asked about

institutional policies, such as medical care, a resident
council to help make policy, rules about personal belongings
which could be brought to the home, and provision for
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religious services.

A third broad area of interest concern-

ed the degree of social involvement the respondents enjoyed
with friends and relatives outside the home and with other
residents and staff members in the home.

Finally, additional

knowledge of the reactions of the respondents was sought by
ms« of a morale scale1 and an anoraia scaled
The initial interviews were conducted by two women and
two men#

One woman and both men were graduate students in

sociology.

The men had additional training in theology, and

the second woman had experience in social work.

The second

interviews were conducted by one of the men who had worked
in the first phase and his wife.

They were assisted by a

theological student who was working at the home.
After obtaining the names for the first Interview from
the application lists of the home, the applicants w&re
contacted, usually by one of the woman interviewers, who
made arrangements for the interview to be conducted at the
residence of the interviewee.

For the second interview,

the respondents were visited at Blanton Gardens.

In both

interviews the respondents usually cooperated, but during
the first interview one male applicant refused to answer
more than half the questions, and one refused to give her
age.
1

Bernard Kutner, David Fanshel, Alice M* Togo, and T, S.
Langner, Five Hundred Over Sixty (New York, 1956), 43-49.
2
Leo Srole, "Social Integration and Certain Corollaries,"
American Sociological Review. Ill (Dec., 1956), 711.
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III tabulating the results of the two interviews
responses of individuals were not compared, but only the
responses of the two groups*

Thust it is possible, but not

likely, that on any particular question some respondents
shifted fro® negative to positive answers,, and vic®»versa#
Such cases probably would tend to cancel each other*

CHAPTER III
RESIDENT RESPONSES TO THE PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT OF BLA1TOS GARDENS

Blanton Gardens is located about seven miles east ©f
downtown Dallas* As noted above {mm Chapter I) It is
eoaposed of five buildings joined by covered walkways#
They are single-story units which incorporate a large
amount of glass, bright colors, and modern lines.
Furnishings are modern and provision is mad© for a number
of services in the central building. It was thought that
an important aspect of th® respondents* attitudes toward
institutional living would be their reactions to these
factors, and to th® distance between the home and downtown#
The questions included in the Tables in this chapter art
based on th® second questionnaire, but as reported earlier,
the form varied from the first questionnaire only to th®
extent made necessary by the "before" and "after"design.
Eesponses to Location and Architecture
Two thirds of the applicants thought that they would
like the location of the home (see Table II). Many of
them, especially those who lived in Dallas, had visited
the site of the buildings during the construction period.
The only applicants who objected to the site were the few
27

TABLE II
RESPONSES TO PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT OF BLANTOM GARDENS

Questions
What about the location of
Blanton Gardens?
Just about right
Would like closer' downtown
Would like further out
Doesn't natter
Don't know
Total
Do you like the modern appearance of tha buildings, or
would you prefer something
more conventional?
Like
Prefer more conventional
Doesn't natter
Don't know
Total
What about the buildings being
separated from on® another?
Like
Don't like
Don't think it natters
Don't know
Total
Do you think your room is big
enough for you?
Yes
No, qualified (will have to do)
No, unqualified
Don't know
Hadn't thought about it
Total

lespoasea of
Applicant®
II

26

5

65.0
12.5

0.0

0

7

n
30
6
0

17.5

3
1

w

1

29

.espouses of

72.5

5.0

12.5

33
4
3

75.0
15.0

0.0

7.5

2
tw:

$2.5

10.0
7.5

T5i

24
1

7

60.0
2.5
17.5

20.0

36
1
2

w

TOftr

w

19
7

47.5

36

2
12
0

w

17.5

2
2
0
0

5.0

30.0

Ojtp
"TSO"

W

90.0
2.5

5.0

90.0
5.0
5.0

0.0

0.0
7TO3
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TABLE IX--Continued

Responses of
Applicants
Questions

Do you like the type of furniture in the buildings here?
Like
Don1t like
Doesn't matter
Don't know
Not applicable*
total

n
13
1
0
0

26
w

Responses of
Residents
N

32.5
2*5

0.0
0.0

65*0
T S W

95*0

t
t
o
o

2,5

2.5

0.0
Q&0
!TOS

W

•Claimed not to have seen pictures of furniture before
admission.
(12.5 per cent) who would have liked it closer to town.
The later phase found that these expectations had largelybeen met.

The proportion of those approving the location

had risen to 75.0 per cent, but a minority (15.0 per cent)
still desired the home closer to the downtown area.

The

remaining 10.0 per cent was uncertain.
Since the applicants had been shown an artist*s conception of the new buildings, they were asked whether they
preferred the modern look or more conventional buildings.
Almost three fourths of the applicants (72.5 per cent)
replied that they liked the design of the buildings. Only
5.0 per cent said they would have desired something more
traditional, and the remainder had no firm opinions. By
the time of the second interview several formerly undecided
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residents had come to like the modern look, raising that
proportion to nor® than eighty per cent.

Ten per cent of

the residents still preferred traditional design while the
remaining 7*5 per cent said that the type of architecture
did not matter to them#
The study also sought to ascertain opinion on the
separation of the five buildings.

Although each building

has facilities for eating and watching television, the
residents have to go to the central unit to dispatch and
pick up mail,, visit the library, talk with staff raesabers,
join in most group activities, and catch the home's small
bus to town and other shopping centers. The distances
between the buildings are less than seventy-five feet, and
the walkways are covered and lighted.
In the first phase of the study most of the respondents
{60.0 per cent) stated that they liked the separation of
the buildings*

As with the question about architecture,

there was considerable indecision (37.5 per cent), but only
on® applicant disliked the plans.
As residents, almost all of the indecisive applicants
had shifted to approval of separation of the building®.
The percentage approving rose to 90.0 per cent.

Some

residents expressed the idea that separation gave a welcome
opportunity to walk in the fresh air and pass the growing
plants near the walks. Others said that they liked not
having everyone in one large building.
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The respondents also were asked about the si is© of their
rooms. Except for the few two*rooa waits for couples, each
resident has a single 12 by 14 foot room, which is used for
sitting and sleeping.

Apparently the applicants were not

convinced by the pictures they were ©hown that the rooas
would be large enough.

Although about one naif (47.5 per

cent) thought the size of the rooms would be adequate,
almost one fourth (22.5 per cent? dissented#

A high

proportion (30.0 per cent) said that they did not know
whether the rooms would be sufficiently large.

After living

in the rooms a few ©oaths 90*0 per cent considered the ©pace
adequate. One of the four residents who felt crowded was
still conducting a real estate business and the space needed
for records raade her wish for a larger aree.

She stated

that the apace would be great enough when she retired from
her work. Son© of the residents were undecided about the
room size.
A third question aaked about reactions to the modern
furniture used throughout the buildings#

At the time of

their application interviews, the respondents had been shown
pictures of the furnishings so that they might decide whether
they wanted to bring their own furniture with them. Two
thirds of the applicants did not recall having seen the
pictures, but of the remainder, all but one approved the
furniture.
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When asked later about the furniture, 95#0 per cent said
that they liked it.

It was not uncommon for then to ®tat«

that its newness appealed to them after having lived with
old furniture for so long. Several commented that it was
the only kind of furniture to have in the modern buildings.
They spoke of how proud they were for their visiting -friends
and relatives to see the structures and furnishings, ®nd they
frequently invited the interviewers to see a specific part
of the buildings that they thought ©specially attractive.
The answers to most of the questions about'the physical
environment in the first interview revealed considerable
indecision. Essentially non-committal answers to on© or
another of the questions were given by 22.5 to 30.0 per cent
of the respondents*

This was probably due to the difficulty

of making decisions about living quarters from mere pictures.
Very little outright disapproval of anything about the plans
was expressed.
The only basic change between the two sets of interviews was that the uncommitted -of the first phase generally
moved into the group voicing approval in the later phase.
For these subjects at least the actual experience of living
in the hoiae tended to remove whatever doubts they had at the
outset•
It is reported below (See Table III) that 40.0 per cent
of the residents brought some of their furniture to the home.
Thus, the high degree of approval of home furnishings
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TABLE III
RESPONSES TO TAKING PERSONAL BELONGINGS
TO BLANTON GARDENS

Responses of lesponses of
Applicants
Residents
Qta@st.ioD

t
Sid you bring any of your furniture to Slanton Gardens?
Mo

No reply
Total
Would you bring your TV if you
could?*
Would
Don*t know
Total

Do you miss ha.ving your own
personal TV?
Not at all
A little
Very much
Don't know
Not applicable
Total
Is there anything else you
didn't bring that you miss
very much?
Mo
A little
Yes f
Don t know
Total

*Asked only of applicants

25
15
0

"W

62.5

37.5

0.0

M

23
16

1

"W

25

62*5

I

13

22.5
15.0
32.5

XL

2.5
2

33?

*2.5
17.5

57.5
4Q«0

2.
to!

1

1

10
10
10

3

• M

io

0
0

"W

25.0

25.0
25.0

0.0

-QaSL
1W

26
0

65 #0

14

35.0

0.0
0

1
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indicates that they brought personal belongings mainly out
of sentimental attachment and not because of dissatisfaction

with the furnishings of the home.
Personal Belongings
The designers of Blanton Gardens selected furniture
which they thought was uniquely suited to the appearance of
the home and^the needs of its residents, but* a# indicated
above, residents were allowed to use the furniture selected
for the iasitution or to bring their own. This policy was
predicated on the assumption that some older persons might
feel that moving into the institution was less of a traumatic
experience if they could keep Mall personal belongings or
pieces of furniture.1
Most of the applicants (62#5 per cent) indicated no
plans to bring furniture,{see Table III). That proportion
regained virtually unchanged in the second phase of the
study. Many of the residents mentioned that they either
had no furniture or that they liked the newer furniture
better. Those who had no furniture had been living with
family or friends, or had moved into smaller quarters at
sometime in the past, at which tine they had disposed of
their furniture, A few others merely said their furniture

1

See £.tf.Burgess» wAging in Western CultureAging
in Western Societies, edited by E, W, Burgess (Chicago,
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was in poor condition and did not fit into the modern
architecture of the home.
The personal furniture of the remaining 40#0 per cent
consisted mostly of small tables or bookcases. The few who
had larger pieces of their own furniture were quite proud
of then and made a point of showing them to the interviewers.
One item that residents were not allowed to bring with
then was a privet© television set* Couples and single
persons living in apartments are allowed sets, but the
administrative officers of Blanton Gardens felt that the
presence of television sets in the private rooms would tend
to restrict the resident to the room, and they believed that
more contact among resident® could be produced if large,
informal sitting rooms were included la each of the separate
residential buildings. These rooms contain large, console
television sets which are available to resident® at all
times.2
When the applicant® were asked if they would have taken
their television sets if given the choice, almost twc thirds
of them answered in the affirmative. The remainder said
that they did not know. Although they understood that the
sets were banned, they obviously did not accept the ruling
uncritically,

Whether this policy actually increases contact is an
open question. See Chapter IV,
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At another point in the interview both applicants and
residents were asked about th© television sets in a different
way*

The question concerned the extent to which they would

miss having their own private sets fam Table 111), About
on® fourth of th® applicants (22*5 per cent) replied that

they would not miss the private set at all, but 32,5 per cent
said that they would miss the sets very much, and an additional 15,0 per cent stated that they would miss the seta
"a little."

Over one fourth (27.5 per cent) of the appli-

cants said that th© question did not apply to them, either
because they had no television set, or they would live in an
apartment at th® home, and one resident was uncertain. Thus,
there is obviously so®© correlation between th© answers to
this question and the answers to the question discussed in

the preceding paragraph.

When the same question was asked of the resident®
their answers revealed one of the tew negative patterns
found in the study. One half of the residents said that

they missed having a personal set to some extent {25,0 per
cent "very much"j 25,0 per cent "a little")•

Those

residents who missed having personal sets did not think that

the sets provided in the public sitting rooms were adequate
for their personal tastes. They complained that the sets
were dominated by residents who liked to watch only "cowboys,

detectives, and soap operas,n

Whether that appraisal is

correct or not, the denial of the privilege of personal
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television sets was a major source of negative attitudes#
One fourth of the residents said they did not miss having a personal television set at all,

These resident®

usually said that they liked what the others watched, or
that they knew of no conflict over programming*
Among the 17»5 per cent who gave "not applicable"
answers, &om® had deteriorated eyesight and/or hearing.
This group also included the three persons, including a
couple, who had television in their apartments*

It is

interesting t© note that one almost blind woman talked of
petitioning the administrator for a private set which she
thought she could adjust to her visual need®* 'Although most
of the residents had strong attitude® about private sets, a
small proportion (7«5 per cent) answered that they did not
know whether they missed having their own sets*
The applicants were asked also if they thought that
there'was anything els® th:>t they would miss very much*
Over 30«Q per cent answered in the .negative, and the remaining proportion stated that they would aiss some things "a
little,"

There had been some change in these feelings by

the time of the second interview. About two thirds still
answered that they did not miss anything (other than television) that they had left, but many {35*0 per cent) went
beyond the indefinite answer of the first interview ("a
little") and gave an unqualified, "les."

3S
The answers to these questions reflect serious thought
by the prospective residents about the restrictions of
communal living,

the applicants1 expectations as to whether

they wtrs going to take any of their own furniture and t©
what extent they would liss their personal television sets
were reasonably accurate in relation to their later answers.
Changes in responses to the two questions concerning things
they did not bring with them involved an increase in negative
feelings by the residents. The rather optimistic expectations of the applicants did not mean that as residents they
would be compatible with every demand of their new living
arrangements. Almost half of the residents had been living
alone before coming to Blanton Gardens (see Chapter II),
and only about one-tenth of them had been in any type of
institutional setting. Under these circumstances it might
be expected that the new congregate living situation would
cause a few problems for some.

The need for rul®s and the

desire of the administrative staff to Increase social
contact among the residents may have been an abrupt change
for those who had been living alone and for others as well.
Although other responses reported in this thesis reveal
considerable satisfaction with the home, the residents did
not necessarily approve of all the changes which congregate
living involved.
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Personal Services and Snack Bar
As indicated in Chapter I, the plans for Blanton Cardans
included the provision of facilities for certain personal
services, particularly a barber shop and beauty ©hop, and a
snack bar.

These three facilities ordinarily would not be

found integrated into a non-institutional setting, and it is
reasonable to assume that not many hoses for the aged have
them*

It was thought that the residents1 attitudes toward

the three might be indicative of satisfaction with communal
living arrangements.
In the initial phase of the study, 92.5 per cent of
the people said that they expected to use these facilities
to some extent (see Table IV).

They were divided almost

evenly between those expecting to us© them "a lotn and those
expecting to use them "occasionally."

At that time none

stated that they did not plan to use the facilities.

In

the second phase $7.5 per cent of the residents reported
that they were using the facilities to some extent $ and ®ost
of that group (52.5 per cent of the total) reported using
the facilities quite often.

The remaining 12.5 per cent

said they were not using them.

Casual observation by the

interviewers indicated that the snack bar is a popular
place at Blanton Gardens and is one of the centers of social
intercourse, both between residents and between residents
and relative® or friends from outside the home.

The beauty

parlor and the barber shop are hardly less popular.
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TABLE I?
RESPONSES TO PERSONAL SERVICES M B SNACK BAB

Responses of
Applicants
Questions

Responses of
Residents

N

$

Do you use the snack bar, barber shop, and/or beauty parlor
much?
Yes, a lot
Some
No
Bon^t know
Hadn*t thought about it
Total

18
19
0
2
1
40

45.0
47.5
0.0
5.0
2.5
100.0

Would you volunteer to work
there if needed?
No
Yes lor, I do)
I might
Don*t know
Hadn't thought about it
Not applicable
Total

6
23
6
5
0
0
'0

10
15.0
20
57.5
15.0
7
12.5
1
0.0 • 0
0.0
2
ido.o ' '4a

$

ft

21
14
5
0
0
40

52.5
35.0
12.5
0.0
0*0
rco

25.0
50.0
17.5
2.5
0.0
$.j»0
tbo.o

Although operation of the facilities does not depend on
residents {except for the small barber shop), applicants
were informed before moving into the home that they would be
offered an opportunity to work in them. For this reason
they were asked whether they would work in then if volunteer*
were needed. Most of the applicants{57.5 per cent) replied
that they would or that they might (15.0 per cent)? another
15.0 per cent said that they would not, and 12,5 per cent
said that they did not know.
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The later interviews showed that the residents war®
doing approximately what they had planned to do. Fifty per
cent were working at times in the snack bar, beauty parlor,
or barber shop. An additional 17.5 per cent said that they
would work there sometime. Twenty-five per cent of the
residents were not working in the facilities, several
because of physical disabilities*

The remaining 7# 5 per cent

either gave indecisive answers or thought the question was
not applicable to then.
The positive responses sa@M to offer some evidence of
satisfaction with congregate living.

Use of the snack bar

is almost always a social act, since at least on® other

person is present, and residents often take visitors there.
Interviewers observed small groups in the snack bar at all
hours of the day.

Use of the beauty parlor and barber shop

suggests an interest in personal appearance which is normal
for the average member of American society, and, as is the
case in most similar commercial establishments, the beauty
parlor and barber shop at Elanton Gardens are places for
social contact. Most residents appear to plan their visits
to these facilities in advance and look forward to going.
Dining Arrangements
Blanton Gardens does not have the single large dining
facility for all residents that is found in many homes for
the aged.

Instead, each of the five residential buildings
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has its own small dining area, as does the central building
which houses the offices and public rooms.

The food is

prepared in a central kitchen and taken to the other areas
where residents help serve.

Since such a procedure is quite

different froa the past expert ©nee of the residents, who,
maintained their own homes, and since it restricts both an
area of important activity, cooking, and a tradition of
"privacy" in eating, it was thought that dining arrangements
might b© a source of negative expectations and later
dissatisfaction.
Such was not the case. When asked about the communal
dining arrangements, a large group of the applicants
(42#5 per cent) expected them to be satisfactory {see
Table Y).

The rest gave uncertain answers«

The largest

segment (47.5 p@r cent) did not expect the group policy to
bother them, and only 5.0 per cent thought that they might
not like it.

The two remaining residents were a couple

who had the option of eating alone in their own apartment.
The uncertainty gave way in experience, and when interviewed
the second time, $5.0 per cent stated that they liked taking
their meals with others.

Ten per cent said that the group

meals did not bother them. The question still was not
applicable to 5*0 per cent.
Since the older person living alone often does not
©at according to a strict schedule, one question attempted
to discover the respondents' reactions to a time regimen.
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TABUS V
RESPONSES TO DINING ARRANGEMENTS
AND MAID SERVICE

Eesponses of Responses of
lesidents
Applicants
Questions

Bo you like taking your meals
with others?
Llkft
Doesn't bother
Hadn't thought
Don't like

Hot applicable*
Total
Do you like the regularity of
the meals?
Don't like
Like
Doesn't matter
Don't know
No answer

Total

19

2

42*5
47.5
5.0

0

0.0

17

34
4
0
0

2

2
im

w

3

29

5
1

2
"W

7.5

72.5
12.5

2,5

55.0

10.0
0.0
0.0

"W

JdM

1

2.5
87.5

35
3
1

0

7.5
2.5

0.0

'mid

W

Do you like not cooking for
yourself?**
Didn't for a long time

Doesn't bother
Hadn't thought
Don't like

Not applicable
Total

6
25
4
1
1

IT

67.6

16.2

3
31

10.$

0

2.7

3

2.

"TBCC

Do you use the maid service?
Prefer
Would do own work, but can't

Do own work
Don't know

Ko answer
Total

2.5

1

9
3

25
2

i r

22.5

7.5

62.5

T?3§TCF

*Couples who may cook their owEsreaTs
••Asked of women only.

0

IT

&3.$
o.o

8.1

0.0

•rots

16
3

40.0

1
0
TpO

2.5

20

7.5

50.0
0.0
T B O
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*"V"V
As applicants, almost three fourths (72.5 per cent} said
that they would favor regular meals, and only 7.S per cent
replied that they would not favor them. Some uncertainty
was revealed by applicants who said that they did not know
(2.5 p©r cent) or that it did not matter (12.5 per cent) *
The responses of the remaining 2 residents had to be
classified as "no answer#" Once again, after a few months
of living in the home, such change as occurred was primarily
from doubt to acceptance. Seven out of eight residents
($7.5 P®** cent) stated that they liked the regularity of the
meals*

Four {10.0 per cent) were still indecisive in their

answers, but only one resident did not like the practice.
It was assumed that the matter of cooking or not cooking might be of considerable importance to women if it
meant a basic role change. Even those who had been professional women during their earlier |@ars always had been
exposed to the idea that women are responsible for meal
preparation. Hence, the women in the study group (37) were
asked how they liked being relieved of the duties of cooking.
As applicants they were rather certain that they would not
regret the relief* The strongest positive answer ("won't
bother me*) was given by 6?*6 per cent of the respondent®.
Only one applicant said that she would not like giving up
cooking. Several women (16.2 per cent) said that they had
not cooked for some time. The remaining 10.& per cent were
undecided.
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Whan th© saw; question was asked later, both th®
categories la favor of and opposed to relief from cooking
duties had increased. As residents 83.3 per cent approved
of not haiing to cook and 3.1 per cent disapproved. Only

half as nany {8*1 per cent) stated that they had not cooked
for some time prior to admission as had given this answer
at the time of th© first interview.
One can only conjecture about the positive effect that
the group dining facilities at Blanton Gardens say have had
on the residents, but it seems clear that the facilities did
not have a disruptive effect. Since the women at Blanton
Gardens did not seem to regard the relinquishing ©f cooking
negatively, it appears likely that they ted already come to
consider themselves as retired persons in soae sense# With
that change came role alterations such as that of no longer

cooking# The manner in which many of the® answered the
questions showed that they had cosie to consider cooking a
drudgery, no longer necessary to their role definition.
Maid Service

Something of a "test" of the hypothesis advanced in the
previous section is provided by the respondents* reactions
to maid service* Bach resident may have a maid provided by
the hose two day® a week# The applicants understood this,
and they were asked whether they would use the service or do

their own Khousework*B

^he responses indicated considerable
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indecision, with 62,5 per cent not knowing whether they
would use the maid service, The next largest group (22.5
per cent) went so far as to say that they would do their
own work If they were physically able. Only very small
proportions were classified as giving definite answers#
One (2.5 per cent) said she would prefer the maid service,
and three (7.5 per cent) said they would do their own work.
The remaining person gave no answer.
The interviews with the residents revealed a sharp
change away from indecision. One half of the residents
said that they were doing their own work, but some of the
residents in this classification also mentioned that they
occasionally had a maid stop by and do certain cleaning
chores which they were unable to perform. Almost as large
a group (40,0 per cent) reported that they preferred the
maid service to their own efforts.

The proportion of

residents replying that they would do the work if physically
able had decreased to 7,5 p®r cent.

The remaining person

still was uncertain.
The use of maid service raises the same issue about role
definition as did the earlier question concerning cooking.
The applicants usually said that they did not have an opinion
on the use of maid service. When they did report a desire
to utilize the maid service, they qualified it by saying
their physical circumstances left them no choice.

Only one

applicant stated a definite preference for maid service,
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suggesting that a reluctance exists to think of oneself in
terms of a retired person who has -personal tasks performed
by some one else for the first time#

However, a® residents,.

40*.0 per cent chose to use the service*. Thair decision to
do so seems to be substantial evidence that the change in
role definition did not present grave problems to many of
these persons.

This conclusion is strengthened by the

observation that the proportion of residents who reported
physical limitations which forced thera to choose maid
service was only one third as great as when they were
applicants•
Conclusions
The findings concerning responses to the physical
environment provided by the home appear clear. The location
of Blanton Gardens was disapproved only by respondents who
wanted it closer to town*

A stable, if small, proportion

{12.5 and 15«0 per cent) voiced such opinions in both
interviews.

Respondents generally approved of their modem

surroundings, and seemed to appreciate the home's newness
and usefulness as contrasted with previous living arrangements#

General approval was accorded on dining arrangements,

the snack bar, facilities for personal services, and rather
wide use of maid service.

In these areas of investigation,

the tendency was for indecision among the applicants to
give way to approval by residents.

The shift toward approval
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was conspicuously absent from the answers to the question of
hairing personal television sets. On this point a considerable number of residents were unhappy about being deprived
of their sets.

CHAPTER I?

REACTIONS TO MAJCR POLICIES
Policies toward health car®, religion® services,
resident participation la policy-making, and the us® of
leisure tin© are Important in any home for th® aged because
they concern matters of great significance to the physical
welfare and morale of the residents#

The horn® may choose

to provide nursing facilities for those residents who become bedfast, or it may have arrangements for Moving the
infirm elsewhere for extended care. Since either procedure
pertains to a moment of crisis for the resident, it i® a
major policy#

Religious services often become increasingly

important as the person grow® older and nearer death. The
choice must be §»de between providing religious services
for all at the hoae or an attempt to keep some of the more
active residents involved in community churches. The use
of leisure may determine whether the resident sits and
awaits death or feels that he has some acceptable way to
spend his time.

The ability of the resident to cooraunic&te

his thou^fcis and feelings to the administrative staff m y
contribute greatly to high morale among the aged. Each of
these four major areas of policy will be treated in this
chapter#
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Medical Services
Blantern Gardens is a congregate living arrangement
designed for well, ambulatory persons. It® separated buildings and covered walks are for people who can move about with
some certainty and freedom* Although the home haa a nurse*®
station and a staff physician who visits the hoiae at least
twice a week, residents who are so ill as to bt bedfast for
an extended period are moved to the original facility for
the aged, which haa been converted into an infirmary#

It i®

located several miles from Blanton Gardens, near Methodist
Hospital of Dallas, where seriously ill or injured resident®
are taken.

A resident is not required to use the services of the
staff physician* If he wishes, he may use his own doctor.
This procedure had been explained to the applicants, and
hence each was asked whether ho planned to use the staff
physician or would continue to us® his own doctor*

The

largest group (60,0 per cent) planned to use the staff
doctor, even though they probably did not know hin.

15*0 per cent planned to use their own doctors«

Only

The remain-

ing 25»G per cent were uncertain what they would do (see
Table VI).

As residents, 60.0 per cent reported that they were
using the staff doctor, and the uncertain group had
dwindled as its members shifted toward th® decision to us©
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their personal physicians (30,0 per cent)* Only 10*0 per
cant were still uncertain, saying the choice did not natter
to the®.
TABLE VI
ATTITUDES TOWARD MEDICAL POLICIES

Responses of .lesponses of
Eesidents

Applicants
Questions

1

*

N

i

24
o
10

60.0

24
12

60,0
30,0

Do you use the staff physician?

Tes
I©

Do®snft matter
Total
If a resident becomes very ill
he will be moved from Blanton
Gardens* Is that a good idea?
Good idea
Don't like
Don*t know
Total

1

15.0
25.0

40' ; 'iflKc

2$
5

70,0
12.5
1

"To

I4-

1TO.0'

r

4o

„.

• 1 9»9
106,6

36

90,0

4

10,0

0

w

ftfCT

Quite often the resident hurriedly told the interviewer
that up to that time she had not needed a doctor.

Casual

observation suggested that these residents would use the
staff doctor if a physician* s help became necessary*

There

seetaed to be no disapproval of the ®&a who was the staff
physician, or of the fact that such a service was offered

by the home, Several of the people who had retained their
own doctors said that they had used the nurse and the staff

doctor for minor aches and pains or colds.
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When the applicants were asked what they thought of the
proposal to move sick people to infirmary car© away from
Blanton Gardens, most of them (70.0 per cent) approved*
Only 12.5 per cent disliked the idea, with the remaining
1?*5 per cent being uncertain. After they had become
residents, the percentage in favor of the policy rose to
90.0 per cent, largely because of the shift of the uncertain
to the favorable category*
The residents had seen a few of their number become ill
and have to b© moved to the infirmary facility#

They had

also seen some of them cone back and resune their usual

places and activities. The possible fear of sou® applicants
that they would b® summarily removed froa Blanton Gardens
had disappeared, and the residents seemed to prefer having
only healthy older persons in the home. Several of them
volunteered the opinion that Blanton Gardens was not a
nursing home and that the presence of bed patients would be

depressing. However, it should be noted that very few of
the residents had had to face the terms of the policy

personally. Their reactions to the general policy might be
different if it meant their own removal to the nursing

facility or hospital.
The four residents who still did not like the idea of
being moved away objected to the older facility to which

they would be moved. It is a large two-story building that
has ouch more of what might be called the ninstitutional
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look" than Blanton Gardens. One woman said that she had
stayed out of the older home for several years because of
its structure and that she did not want to go into it now.
All of those who objected mentioned the broad grounds of
Blanton Gardens and suggested that a nursing facility could
be constructed somewhere on them*

They thought that it

could be modern, much like Blanton Gardens, and not detract
from th® appearance of the home.
Although medical service has been dealt with as a
matter of policy, the responses to this question point up
additional approval of the physical environment provided by

Blanton Gardens. Won© of the forty residents studied
expressed any desire to leave the new buildings for an
older on®, even for nursing care*
It is notable also that the older people did not want
to have bed patients among them*

Their reactions indicated

a belief that the presence of ill and physically deteriorated
persons among them would tend to produce depression* The
residents of the home apparently want to be active, and
they want those about them to share in their activity.

Concerning the selection of doctors, the answers became
almost a division between choice and lack of choice.

In

most cases it seemed that the residents who were concerned
about the question remained with their own physicians*
Those who felt that it really did not matter greatly tended

to accept the staff doctor.
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Resident Council
Before Blanton Gardens was built the administrator
decided to institute a resident council through which the
residents could communicate with th© staff on policy matters#
The council does not provide a means for the residents to
set policy and take the responsibility of running the home.
It is merely an attempt to break down the barriers which
seem to exist between the residents of a home for the agad
and the administrative staff.

Taietz found that while many

residents had complaints, few of them ever spoke to the
administrator about theau*

Since such a situation is a

potential source of conflict which can result in poor
adjustment by residents, the Blanton Gardens administrator
decided to experiment with th® council.

The Idea was not

new, and some administrators who have tried it have
expressed satisfaction with it. 2
As organised at Blanton Gardens, each of the residential
buildings elects two representatives to be council members.
They are supposed to speak for their fellow residents at
meetings.

Th® plan had been described to th® applicants,

and they were asked what they thought of it.
Taietz| op. cit.« p» 26•
See alsoVErving Goffman, Asylums
York, 1951), pp. 7-9.

As Table VII

{Garden City, New

% e e Mother M. Bernadette de Lourde®, Where Somebody
Cares (New York City, 1959), p. 101.
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shows, a majority (57.5 per cent) thought it i n a workable
idea.

Of the others, 7*5 per cent w m m unfavorable, and

35*0 per cent bud no opinion*

When the question was asked

of the residents, 60*0 per cent were in favor of the council,
10*0 per cent war© unfavorable, and a group of similar slm
was still withholding judgment. Once More the shift of
attitudes that occurred was from uncertainty to acceptance*
The four residents who were displeased with the council
spok© of a personal conflict with ® m of the council ©embers •
It W4is not clear whether tha controversy arose over sone
matter of council business or over southing purely personal*
TABLE VII
ATTITUDES TCMAI9

EESIOSST COUNCIL POLICY

It espouses of Responses of
Applicants
lesidentt
Question
Is the policy of having a resident council a good idea?
Good idea
flo®®»ft work
Don't know
Hadn't thought
Total

N

%

I

*

23
3
6
i
X6'"

57.5
?»S
*5*0
20*0
TTXMT

32
4
3
1

HO*0
10*0
7.5
2.5
iw:8

A number of areas of attention for a council in & new
horn® for the aged were brought out in the interviews*

With

the entire hone population new to the buildings and policies,
various situations arose which needed explanation and
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understanding. Also, thar© w©re various "necessary
luxuries'1 that had not been introduced in the first months*
For example, some of the ladies were concerned about
facilities for mail deposit and delivery in each building,
rather than only in the main building. Others wanted
private telephones in their rooms to supplement the public
telephones*
services*

Still others desired an improvement in bus

Some of the residents felt strongly that the

council represented the best means of getting something
dene about their desires. Others were more fatalistic, but
they had no objections to the presence of the council*
Whether it accomplished anything or not, the council
afforded an interesting us© of time for its members. They
spoke with some satisfaction of their contact with other
council members and the administrator. Mo systematic
attempt was made to discover the impact of council member^
ship on a resident*s status, but the impression received was
that the position did not raise status in the eyes of the
other residents. Whether this will change with time is, of
course, an open question,
Religious Service® and Affiliation
.is noted in Chapter I, Blanton Gardens and its predecessor, C, C* Young Home, are owned and operated by the
Methodist Church, but because of broad financial support
from all elements of the community during the depression of
the thirties, the homes have ceased to b® sectarian.
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Nevertheless, with other major denominations in the area
providing institutional care for the aged, all but 6 of the
present residents of Elanton Gardens are Methodists <> Of
the forty members of the group under study only one person
did not belong to any church.
A spacious room in the central building is intended
for meetings, including religious meetings. It is quite
similar to a chapel, even having stained glass windows of
contemporary design# Special religious services have been
held there during Christmas and laster, and vesper services
are held weekly#

Although the home encourages religious

activity by its residents, it does not have regular Sunday
morning services» This policy encourages the residents to
engage in normal community religious life. Since the policy
was known to the applicants, they were asked whether they
would prefer having regular Sunday morning services at the
hone#
fable VIII shows that 40*0 per cent of the applicants
did not want regular Sunday services to be held at the home,
but a larger segment (5-7.5 per cent) said that they wanted
services there at least occasionally. By the time of the
second interview, slightly more than three fourths of the
residents studied did not want the regular Sunday services.
Only 1?*5 per cent wanted even occasional Sunday services,
and 5.0 per cent were undecided*

5$
TABUS fill
3E3P0HSSS tO POLICIES OS RELIGIOUS ACT2?Z?X£S

ctesponses of
Applicants
Questions

Basponaa* of
Residents

»

Sid you retain your church
waabarshlp or boys it naarar
Blanton Oardansf
Kept tha s a m
Moved
Dos,t know
Mot a membar
Total
Would you lika regular Sunday
sarvicas at Blanton Gardans?
Mo
Yes
Occasionally
Don't know
Total

H

20
10
T

16
14

50,0
25.0
22.5

3

i

$2*5
15*0
0*0

1
0

1

1

40,0
35.0
22,5

31
6

77»5

15.0
a.J

1
1

Sine® nany of tha respondents had to w §

from th*

iaanadiata vicinity of thair former ehurchas to antar Blanton
Gardana, their attitudaa toward church affiliation also wara
sought. As applicants thay war® askad if thay planned to
ratala membership in tha church in which thay war® members
whan thay appllad to Blanton Oardana or whathar thay planned
to ©ova to a church naarar the boat®#

Half «xp«ct*4 to k#®p

thair currant church t&eaiber ships j one-quarter plannad to move
thair memberships to on® of tha savaral churchas naar tha
hoa»# and anothar larga group (22«5 par cant) had made no
decision on tha natter,

Tha uncartainty of tha applicants
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about what they would do about their church memberships
suggests that they might have been responding on the basis
of sentiment, and that they actually had not faced the
question of moving away from their old churches*
Their responses as residents in the later Interviews
presented quite different totals•

Only 15.0 per cent had

moved their memberships, and all of the others (except the
one non-member) had retained their former memberships*
Apparently all ©f the undecided and almost half of those
who had planned to move their memberships decided in the
end to retain their prelnstltutional affiliations.
The extent of the change in the response® on the second
interview suggests a rejection of the churches near the
home«

The hypothesis of rejection can be entertained on the

grounds that the congregations near Slanton Gardens do not
have many older members*

The areas near the home are

generally new residential areas, and the congregations tend
to be aade up of young people. Although some of the
residents do attend services at those churches, they may
not choose to commit themselves to the extent of placing
their memberships there. Most of the residents who said
anything about their churches to the interviewers mentioned
that they were attending the older and larger churches in
the city, which suggests that a double church movement is
occurring. As the younger people forsake the venerable,
cathedra1-like churches for smaller suburban churches, older
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people in the city may be bypassing the newer churches for

the older ones, because of sentimental attachments#

In any

case, there is some evidence that the residents of Blanton
Gardens are seeking their own age-group in the matter of
church affiliation# •
Sunday is a very important day at the home. Some of the
residents go to church in groups, and they frequently have
dinner with friends and relatives either in town or at
Blanton Gardens. Since church attendance remains one of the
centers of social contact, the desire for "private" services
at the home appears to be limited to those with some physical
handicap that sake* travel and participation in activities
difficult•
Use of leisure Tis©
The stereotype of the older congregate living facility,
sometimes called "the poor house,w was of a place to go to
die. The image of old people with nothing to do but to sit
in a rocking chair is a popular one, and it is true that the

use of leisure is a real problem in institutional situations#
At Blanton Gardens considerable planning has been devoted to
the problem, with the result that a wide rang# of activities,
such as sewing, weaving, ceramics, singing, library guild,
religious studies, and painting, is available to the
residents# For these reasons applicants were asked whether
they expected to have more or leas leisure time than before
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they entered the home and in what leisure time activities
they expected to engage,
The responses to the first question are given in fable
II.

Fifty per cent of the applicants thought that there

would be no change from their past patterns*

Of those who

thought that there would be a change* a large proportion
(42#5 P«r cent of the total) expected to h a w more leisure
time and only three persons expected less*

Since most of

the usual household chores, such as cooking, laundry^ and
light maintenance wire to be done by someone else in the h©oe,
it is not difficult to understand why these expectations
existed.
Most of the residents found that they had even more
leisure time than they had anticipated.

Sixty per cent

indicated that they had more leisure, and nearly all of the
rest (37*5 per cent) thought that they had at least the m m
amount to which they were accustomed.

Only on® resident

reported having less leisure time than before entering the
hose.
Having obtained an overview of the residents* opinions
of the amount of leisure they had, the interviewers then
endeavored to discover in what leisure-time activities they
were most active*

The respondents were asked what they did

with leisure time in private and in group activities*
First, they were asked about the time spent viewing television*

As applicants all of the respondents had said that
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TABLE IX
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS OK USE OP LEISURE TIME

Questions

Hespcmses of
; Applicanta

;
Do you have more or less leisure time than before entering
Blantern Gardens?
More
Saw
Total
How often do you view TV7* Do
you view it more or less since
entering Slanton Gardens?
Frequently
More
Lass
5am#
Don't know
T oti&l

How often do you listen to the
radio?* Do you listen more or
less in Blanton Gardens?
Frequently
Mor®
Less
Same
Don't know
Total
How often do you use th®
phonograph?
Frequently*
Occasionally*
Hot often*
Don't have
Not applicable*
Mor®**
Less**
Same**
Total

$

H

17
20
1 3
4o

42.5
50.0
. 7.J
100*8

; 40

100.0

Mr#l»

mrm*
m*<m

45 "

't

40

100.0

Eesponse® of
Eesidents
If

24 '
15
1

W

mmm

40

11

5
25'
9
1

«»•<**

13
1
****

a)#*#-

?6

4S

100.0

m:t

12.5
62.5
22.5
2.5
ido.o

mm

"2
11
7
•••32
iSb.o
40

27.5
22.5
15.0
32,5
2.5

60.0
37.5
2.5

mm

• • t

mum-

%

5.0
27.5
17.5
5P-fnQ
106:5

mm

****

24
0
2
3
11
40

tmrnm

60.0
0.0
5.0
7.5
27.5
iw.O
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TABLE H—Continued

Responses of
Applicants
Questions
N

How often do you go to movies?
More
Same
Less
Didn't go
Don't know
Total
What activities do you prefer?
Creative Arts***
Education-Seminars***

?

24
0

$
17.5
60.0
0.0

mm-

J ,

40

25
30

22.5.
OT.O

62.5
75.0

iesponses of
Residents

$

N

2
14
7
17
0

5.0
35.0
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iSi.5

24
32

60.0

17.5
42.5

ao.o

••Asked only of residents,
•**Totals overlap.
they viewed television frequently. At the time of the
second interview most of them (62.5 p®r cent) stated that
they were viewing television less than they had prior to
admission. Only 12.5 p®** cent reported an increase in
viewing.

Approximately one fourth {22.5 p®** cent) indicated

no change, and one person was uncertain. Thus, although the
residents thought they had more leisure time after entering
the home, they were not spending that extra time watching
television. It is obvious that whether the policy of the
home concerning private television sets (see Chapter III)
produced more social interaction among the residents, it
did reduce their viewing time.
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Several additional questions concerned with use of
leisure time were asked. One question dealt with listening
to the radio. Once again,, a® applicants, these older people
reported unanimously that they listened to the radio
frequently. Unlike the policy on television, Blanton
Gardens allowed residents to retain personal radio sets*
After entering the home fifty per cent of the residents
said they did not know how much time they were listening to
the radio relative to former habits (see Table IX}•

Of those

who did answer, most (27*5 per cent of the total) reported
that they vrere spending less time listening to radio•

Only

5*0 per cent reported listening more, and 17.5 per cont said
there had been no change.
In another question the applicants were asked about
time spent listening to a phonograph. As with radios,
residents were permitted to bring phonographs into the home.
In the initial interview, about one third of the applicants
(35«C per cent) disqualified themselves from answering,
usually because they did not have a phonograph.

A large

segment (50.0 per cent) said that they played recordings
with some regularity, and the remaining 15»0 stated that
they did not play the phonograph often.

In the later phase,

most of the residents (60.0 per cent) reported the absence
of a phonograph. Many of then said that they did not bring
their machines because they were too large to be fitted
comfortably into their rooms. Of the 40.0 per cent who
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brought phonographs into the home, no change in listening
habits was reported by more than two thirds.

Only two per-

sons reported listening more, and three persons reported
listening less.
A fourth question was asked concerning movia attendance
as a leisure time activity.

There are no movie houses near

Blanton Gardens, but transportation is available for thos®
who wish to go.

For most of the applicants ( 6 0 . 0 par cent)

entrance into the home held no prospects for change.

They

had already identified themselves as television viewers,
which tended to reduce movie attendance. The remainder of
the applicants either answered that they expected to attend
more movies (17.5 per cent) or that they did not know what
to expect (22.5 per cent).

As residents, approximately

three fourths (77.5 per cent) of the respondents said that
they either were attending at the same rate as always or
that they never had attended very much. They gave various
reasons for not attending movies:

physical infirmities,

especially eye difficulties; unappealing subject matter of
films| preference to "stay at home" at night.

Five per cent

reported increased movie attendance and 17.5 per cent
reported less movie attendance.
Despite the greater amount of leisure time available to
the residents, it was not being absorbed in the popular ways
of viewing television, listening to phonograph and radio, or
attending movies.

In fact, there had apparently been a

general decline in those activities.

There are, howtver,
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special activities available to residents of Blanton
Gardens.

Those activities can be divided Into ^creative

arts" (such as handicraft, ceramics, tile and mosaic art,
and weaving) and educational seminars (on such Matters as
religion and music),

The activities art led by trained

persons from inside and outside the home. For example,
looms of various sizes were donated by a woman resident
who had been a teacher of weaving and who continues to
teach other residents*

A course on the Bible was taught

by a retired theology professor and radio lecturer in the
Dallas area•
In the first interview, a list of activities that'
were to be offered was presented to the respondents.
Approximately two- thirds expressed an interest in the
creative arts, and three•fourths showed interest In
educational activities, such as the library guild, studies
in religion and government, creative writing, and publication of the horned periodical. In the follow-up, residents
were asked to designate those activities in which they took
part.

The proportions who reported that they were participat-

ing in creative arts and/or educational activities were
virtually unchanged.
Conclusions
The applicants generally underestimated the amount of
leisure time that would be available#

It Is not clear why
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this should h a w been the case.

It may b© simply an addi-

tional aspect of the general uncertainty about the congregate
situation that many applicants obviously experienced#
The amount of time spent viev/ing television evidently
declined sharply. Although this seems to have occurred
primarily ae a result of administrative policy, there is
evidence that some decline would have taken place oven if
personal sets had been allowed in the single rooms•
evidence is found in the decline in the amount of time spent
listening to radios and phonographs, even though they war®
not restricted by home policy*

All of these activities

tend to be solitary in nature,

That is, no one is required

to be present if one wants to spend time beside a television
or radio set or a phonograph. When these older persons
moved into the home, they immediately acquired very close
"neighbors«w

Increased profcialty to other persons

presumably tended to decrease solitary uses of leisure.
There can be little doubt of the value of the activities
instituted by Blanton Gardens.

Hot only did they arouse

interest among the applicants, but they actually involved
most of the residents later. They occupied time and gave
sow© residents feelings of learning and accomplishment.
One nearly blind resident was spending hours at the looms,
and several residents were making Christmas gifts for
friends and relatives.
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Involvement in the creative arts and educational
activities probably does not fully compensate for the
reduced amount of time spent watching television m d
listening to radio. Those activities may often occupy
many consecutive hours for older persons. On the other
hand, the new activities at the home may be only a one-hour
seaiiaar one day each week, this does not mean that the
residents have increasing amounts of time during which
they do nothing but sit and rock, further observation
would probably reveal that they spend considerably mere
time simply visiting other residents.

CHAPTER V

SOCIAL CONTACT
Most social scientists feel that it is important for
older persona in institutional situations to maintain close
contacts with the "outside" world. Indeed, much contemporary
social science literature is severely critical of institutions because of the degree to which they remove people from
normal social contact.1

In this chapter three possible

indices of decreased contact are discussed:

{1)

the

maintenance of contact with significant persons in the
resident*s pre-institutional social world; (2) change in
interest in outside affairs? (3)

change in the resident1s

subjective feelings about the outside world. For this
study the first is assumed to be measured by change in the
amount of contact reported; the second by a decline in
subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals; and the last

by the "anomia" and "morale" scales.
Visiting with Relatives end Friends
Prior to admission into Blanton Gardens the applicants
were asked whether they expected to be able to visit with
Robert Sommer and Humphry Osmond, "Symptoms of Institutionalization," Social Problems. VIII (Winter, 1960-61),
254-62.
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their children more, less, or tho same aaount that they had
before entering the home. The same question was asked,
separately, for other relatives, neighbors, and other friends.
Most applicants expected to be able to maintain approximately
the same level of contact with three of the four groups i
children, other relatives, and friends (see fable X).

They

expected less contact with neighbors.
Sight applicants had no children. Fifteen of the
reiaainlng 32 (37*5 per cent of the total J expected the same
amount of contact with their children, six 115.0 per cent)
expected more contact, 4 (10.0 per cent) expected leas, and
7 (17.5 per cent) were uncertain. Those who did not know
what to expect about visits with their children may have
begun experiencing some separation from children before
their application for entrance to Blanton Gardens. That
separation, whether spatial or social, my

have been the

primary reason the older persons sought entrance to the
institution.
In the second interview eighteen of, the 32 residents
with children (45.0 per cent of the total) reported
the same amount of contact with children that they had had
before entering the home.

Of the remaining applicants,

1 2 . 5 per cent reported less visiting, 10.0 per cent reported
nore, and 12*5 per cent were still undecided.
Concerning visits with "other relatives," 62.5 per cent
of the applicants expected no change after entering the
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TABLE I
EXPECTATIONS OF AID REPORTED VISITING »TTERNS

Responses of
Applicants

iesponsea of
Residents

Questions
Do you visit more or less often
with children since entering
Blanton Gardens?
More

i
6

15

4

Loss

Don't know

7

No children

Total
Bo you visit more or less often
with neighbors since entering
Blanton Hardens?
Sam®
Less
Don't know

Total

15.0
10,0

1$

20.0

a

4

10.0

5
5

45.0
12.5
12.5

iwfa w

7§§f§

37.5

17.5

o

0

o.o

11

25

27.5
62.5

13
27

T&

•ii8i8

w

3

7.5
55,0
35-0
2.5

15
23

0.0

32.5
67.5

0

0.0
TO

2

5.0
37.5
57.5

Do you viait more or less often
with other friends since entering Blanton Gardens?

More
Same
Less
Don't know
Total
Do you visit aiore or Tess often
with other relatives since enter,
ing Blanton Garden®?
More
Sane
Less
Don't know

No reply
No relatives
Total

22

14
1

w

3
25
7
0
1

0

imfr W
7.5
62,
17.

21

2.5

0

0.0

"i®

3
7
5

TS§t§

7.5
52.5
17.5
12.5

0.0
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h o w , 17,5 p«r cent expected less visiting, and 7.5 p*r cent
expected more visits. Four respondents (10.0 per cent)
stated, that they had no relatives, and one'gave no response.
As residents the respondents gave much the sane answers»
The largest group reported that there had been no change in
the visiting {52.5 par cent), 7*5 per cent said visiting had
increased with other relatives, and 17#5 per cent reported a
decrease. Although there were no uncertain answers in the
first interview, 12.5 per cent gave such answers in the
second phase. The remaining 10.0 per cent were those who
had no relatives.

The consistency of responses by both

applicants and residents who expected and experienced no
change in visiting patterns with Mother relatives" suggests
that they may have had little contact with those relatives
for son© time before entering the home.
When the applicants were asked about visiting with
neighbors, almost two thirds (62.5 per cent) said that they
expected a reduction, an expectation which was probably due
to the fact that their neighbors were aged,also. Hone of
the applicants expected raore visiting, 27.5 per cent expected
less, and 10.0 per cent was uncertain. The expectations of
fewer visits were borne out in the later interviews in which
67,5 per cent reported less visiting with neighbors. The
remaining 32.5 per cent reported the saase amount of visitlrg.
Every resident of Blanton Gardens was "uprooted" from his
former neighborhood, and the expectation of seeing old
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neighbors less seemed to be a realistic acknowledgement of
the impact of the move to the home.
The applicants were not so accurate with their expectations of visits with "other friends1* after entering the
hoswe. Most of them (55*0 per cent) expected no change,
35,0 per cent expected a reduction, and 7.5 per cent expected
an increase.

One resident was uncertain*

Th® responses of the residents showed a reversal of the
proportions In the categories designating "same" amount of
visiting and "less" visiting. Th® largest segment (57.5 per
cent) reported fewer visits, 37*5 per cent reported the same
amount, and only 5.0 per cent reported more visit®.
The differences in the responses suggest that the older
people had had close social contact with friends (other than
neighbors) before they entered the home, and they did not
expect the change in living arrangements to alter the amount
of contact• -Whatever the reasons for the expectations, they
were not fully realised, and entrance into Blanton Gardens
4-

meant reduced contact with friends outside the home.
The four questions concerning continued contacts with
important person® in the lives of the residents result
two conclusions.

in

The first is that these respondents did

not fear that entering a coramunal living facility would
shut them off from the ones closest to them.

In fact, about

half of them foresaw no change in that aspect of their lives.
Further, those who were pessimistic apparently considered
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the loss of visiting less important than what the home could
offer them in the *ay of security aad provision for physical

needs«
Second, the expectations of the applicants approximated
closely what they later reported having experienced, The
only substantial change was found in the case of "other

friends»w

The high degree of correlation of expectations

with later impressions seems to reflect considerable

knowledge by the residents of their friends and relatives
and themselves.
newspaper and Periodical Subscriptions
If communal living is a source of isolation, it might
be reflected in a loss of Interest in the world outside the
home*

It was thought that dropping subscriptions to news-

papers and periodicals might be regarded as a rough ^ index
to such loss of interest, and for this reason the respondents

were asked about their expectations and behavior in this

area.
As Table XI shows, 37*5 per cent reported that they
planned to keep their newspaper subscriptions, 17*5 per cent
said that they would cancel their subscriptions, and a

similar proportion (20*0 per cent) was undecided*

One fourth

of the applicants said that the question was not applicable

to them because they had no newspaper subscriptions*
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TABLE XI
RETENTION OF NEWSPAPER AMD PERIODICAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Responses of
Applicants

Responses of
Residents

Questions
N

36

Did you keep your newspaper
subscriptions when you
entered Blaaton Gardens?
I©
Tes
Don't know
Hadn* t thought
Not applicable
Total

17.5
7
7
15 • 37.5
23
7
17.5
0
1
0
2.5
to .
10
25.0
t M 3 " '" 40 •'
id

Did you keep your subscriptions to other periodicals
when you entered Bl&nton
Gardens?
Ko
Some
All
Had none
Don't know
Total

1
13
10
7
40 ;

f

10.0
15.0
32.5
25.O
I7'?

%

I

17.5
57.5
0,0
0.0
•

6
15.0
10
25.0
14
35.0
10
25.0
0 I
0.0
iob.5
£0 4

After entering the home, 57.5 per cent said that they
had kept their newspaper subscriptions and 17,5 per cent
reported that they had not.

The remaining 25,0 par cent

were those who had not had newspaper subscriptions.
When asked about periodicals, on® third of the applicants (32.5 p«r cent) replied that they planned to keep all
their subscriptions.

Fifteen per cent said that they planned

to keep some, and another 10.0 per cent said that they
planned to drop their subscriptions«

Twenty»five per cent
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had no subscriptions, and the remaining 17*5 per cent were
undecided.

In the second interview, the residents followed

almost the aarns pattern except that none were uncertain.
The largest proportion (35.0 per cent) said that they had
kept all of their subscriptions! one-fourth {25.0 per cent)
stated that they had kept some, and 15-0 per cent said that
they had kept none#

The remaining 25*0 per cent were those

who had no subscriptions*
Thus, the evidence indicates that these older people
were not becoming more isolated through the elimination of
these media of communication*

Most of the people expected

to retain their newspapers and periodicals, and most of then
did.

Furthermore, several residents commented that they

terminated longstanding subscriptions to popular m&gasines
because it was easy to read them in the rooms where they
were provided by the home.
When asked about newspapers, which are not provided by
the home, resident® often volunteered the name of the
publication and the number of years they had beta subscribers,
A rather strong emotional attachment to a newspaper was
often expressed.

Among the other periodicals to which the

residents subscribed were the usual women's magazines and
periodicals published by church and fraternal groups. There
were also numerous subscribers to popular news magazines,
such as Time. Newsweek. and U.S. kegs.
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Effect of Moire into Home on Anoa&a
Anoaia has been defined as "self-to-others distance"
or waelf»to*oth@r8 alienation," which would be located at
the opposite extreme of a continuum from "self-to-others
belongingneas."

It is regarded "as a variable dependent on

both sociological and psychological processes,n involving,
among other forces, "reference groups beyond one*s immediate
field of action" and "generalized qualities of the molar
society penetrating one*a contemporary action field.
The occurrence of this phenomenon in older persons
appears to be associated with the loss of a person* s ability
to direct his own life or to affect the lives of others
because of increasing inactivity and withdrawal from
economically productive activities.

Meier and Bell, for

example, describe anomia as the normltssness which results
when one lacks access to moans for achievement of life
goals, and find that it is associated with age ,.3 Williams
thinks that anomic elderly people may tend to become
concentrated in mental hospitals or homes for the aged.^
The present study attempted to discover to what oxtent
%role, ojg. clt.. p. 711,
^Dorothy L* Meier and Wendell Bell, "Anomia and
Differential Access to the Achievement of Life Goals,"
American Sociological Review. XXIV (April 1959), 189-202,

t o l y e d k e d hy

^Richard H. Williams, "Changing Status, Holes, and

oaFss&i'djHsg

fgr °* -
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persons entering Elanton Gardens vera experiencing feelings
of anomia and the extent to which being in the institution
had tended to diminish or increase those feelings. The
measure of anomia used was the scale developed by Srole.5
It consists of five statements about which subjects are asked
to express their agreement or disagreement.
In scoring the anomia scale, a +1 value was given to
agreement with each statement, a 0 value was given to a
neutral answer, and a -1 value was given to an answer in
disagreement with the statement. Thus, the possible
range of scores was from +5 to -5*

The former would repre-

sent very high and the latter very low anomia.
For the applicants the modal score was -4 and the
median was -2. The mean was -1.4. Only 11 applicants
(27.5 per cent} had plus scores (see Table XIX).
the applicant group was clearly "low anomic.n

Thus,

The data

indicate that insofar as the anomia scale measures adjustment, they were a well-adjusted group of elderly persons.
For scores based on the second interviews, the central
tendencies were as follows:
arithmetic mean, -1.5•

mode, -5; median, -1j

A comparison of these figures with

those from the first set of interviews indicates that nine
months of communal living had little effect on anomic
tendencies.
^Srole, ojg. cit.. pp. 709-716.
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TABLE 111
RESPONDENTS1 SCORES

Bank

OK AN OKI A AND 1-tOULE SCALES

Applicants

Eesideat®

Anomia scale*

+5

2

+4
+3
+2
+1
0

3

5.0
7.5

0.0

0

5
3
3
5
4

m"I

»2
•3

~4

3

-5

3

2,5
12.5
7.5
7.5
12.5

1

2.5

0.0

0

2

3
6
6
4
3
3

10.0

20,0

7.5
5.0
7.5
15.0
15.

10.
7.

.1.-5*0.

1

Total
I4oral© scale**

2

7
+5
+4
*3
•2
+1
0

4
5
5
t

2

•1

1
1
0
0
1
0
0

-2

-3
-I
-7

-g
Total

r

5.0
17.5
12,

15
10
12
12

5
5 0
2 5
2
0
0

M

• M

1

4
10

4
5
4

1
1
1
0
0
1

20.0
2.5
10.0

25.0

10.0
12.5
10.0
2.5
2.5
2.5

0.0

0.0
2.5

2.5

c

0.0

0.0

c,
0
0

0.

0.0
0.0
TTOT

*A "minus** score indicates low anomia.
**A "plus" score indicates high morale.

yr

0.0

0.0
imt
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Effect of More into Horn® on Morale
Whereas anonia is regarded as "selT-t-o-oth«rs aliens*
tion," morale has to do with one*s positive outlook on life#
An attempt was made in the interview# to determine the
morale of the respondents before and After entering Blantoa
Gardens in order to supplement the Information on anomic
tendencies and to gain a nore complete description of
residents* reactions.

Xutner has defined morale in terms of

"a continuum of responses to life and living problems that
reflect the presence or absence of satisfaction, optimism*
and expanding life perspective,* end has developed a scale,
msde up of eight questions, to measure it.** As administered
in this study, the questions were open-ended, but it was not
difficult to score the responses as affirmative, negative,
or neutral. Affirmative answers were given a score of +1,
neutral answers were given a sero score, and negative
answers a »1*
+& to *8.

Thus, scores could range on a continuum froa

The former would indicate very high and the

latter very low morale•
The responses of the applicants produced a range of
scores from +# to -5» with a mode of +7» a median of +4#5#
and an arithmetic mean of +4.0.

In other words, all three

measures of central tendency indicate that the morale of the
applicants was quit® high.

Scores obtained from the second

%utner, Fanshel, Togo, and Langner, pp« cit». p. 48.

B1
interview® were even higher. The range was from 4-0 to «4>
and the central tendencies were as follows? . mod®, +51
median, +5; arithmetic mean, +4.5*

Although the changes

war® slight, the responses to the morale scale offer evidence
that, if anything, the move into the home had had a very
slight positive effect on theae respondents. At the very
least there is no evidence that communal living arrangements
had a detrimental effect on the moral® of the residents*
Conclusions
The study attempted to determine what impact institu^
tionalization had on social contact by comparing the
applicants' expectations of visiting with friends and
relatives and their retention of subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals with post«*&d»ie@ion behavior in
these areas*

Anomia and morale scales were used t® test

the impact of Institutionalization on the applicants*
subjective reactions, ftesponses to the three criteria of
measurement gave no Indication of lessened social contact,
with the minor exception of less visiting with former
neighbors. Even in this case the judgment appears to have
been realistic.

CHAPTER YI
SUMMARY AID CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to discover how the
expectations of the respondents were affected by Institu-

tional life. Structured questionnaires used in interview®
before and after the respondents entered a home for the

aged offered the possibility of measuring the effect of
the changes in living arrangements. The areas examined
were the physical environment of the home, #&$or policies,
the use of leisure, and social contact; the latter
included the impact of institutional life on two subjective

measures of adjustment, anemia and morale. The findings
can be divided into two categories:

(1) expectations that

were fulfilled or exceeded, i.e., the pattern of responses
in the second interview was essentially unchanged fro® that
of the first, or was changed only by a shift from uncertain

to positive responsesj (2) expectations that were not
fulfilled, i.e., the pattern of responses in the second
interview differed in some significant way from the first.

With respect to the physical environment, almost all
expectations were met.

As applicants a large majority of

the respondents had anticipated that they would like the
architecture of the buildings, their location, the
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S3
furnishings, the size of rooms, the service facilities, and
the dining arrangements#
these expectations.

Kins months of residence confirmed

Insofar as any change had occurred, it

was a shift fro® indecision to approval in most cases.

The

Major exception was in the use of maid service; more than
one-third of the residents shifted from indecision to a
preference for the maid service furnished by the home, but
an even larger proportion shifted from indecision to a
preference for doing their own work. The most important
case of "negative expectations" was with reference to the
absence of personal television sets in the home. Approximately half of the applicants expected to miss having their
own sets, and after nine months of residence they had not
changed their minds.
In the area of major home policies the applicants
generally had approved arrangements for car® of illness,
the residents council, and the policy of having no regular
Sunday church services at the home.

These expectations

were fulfilled, but higher percentages of residents than
of applicants expressed satisfaction with these policies
as indecision gave way to approval. The amount of leisure
available was more than had been expected by a number of
the residents*

A substantial decrease in television view*

ing was reported, and some decrease in listening to radio,
the phonograph, and attending movies.

Although the data

at hand do not prove it, available leisure appears to
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have been absorbed by organised activities and by visiting.
Almost all of the expectations in the area of social
contact were fulfilled#

As applicants,roostrespondents had

expected the same amount of visiting with children and other
relatives, less visiting with neighbors, and the retention
of such subscriptions to newspapers and other periodicals
as they had. In the second interview they reported that
these expectations had been met. Once more,such change as
occurred was simply the resolution of previous uncertainty#
The one case in which expectations were not fulfilled was
the anticipation of no change in visiting patterns with
friends other than neighbors• Sesidents reported that such
visiting had decreased#
Mo increase in anoaia ©r decrease in morale seems to
have taken place because of residence in the hone*

In both

phases of the study the respondents* replies indicated low
anomia and high morale. Indeed, the results of the entire
study produce the image of a group of people who were welladjusted to retirement living

and who had not been detri-

mentally affected by institutionalization. For these
respondents the many criticisms of homes for the aged made
by social scientists {see Chapter I) do not seem applicable.
Such an optimistic evaluation must be tempered by two
comments on the limitations of this study* First, the
findings can be generalised only with greatest caution.
The number of people studied was small, and they were in an

$5
unusual type of home.

It ambodies in its design and its

policies concepts which are not to be found in many homes
for the aged, and it attempts to involve the residents in
programs to keep them alert and active. Furthermore, as
shown by the responses to the anomia and morale scales on
the first interview, the people who entered the home were
a well-adjusted group of older persons. Second, the residents had been in the hoae less than on© year at the tint of
the second interview, and hence the findings nay be indicative of a "honeymoon effect*"

To what extent the high

degree of satisfaction expressed by the residents with
almost all aspects of the home will survive long periods of
residence can only be conjectured.

APPENDIX
!»

Sow that you have moved to Blantoa Gardens, are you abl%
to visit with your children as much or more or less often
than before you moved here?
1• More
2. About same
3. Less

2.

What about your neighbors? Art you able to visit with
them as much or more or less often than you did before?
1• More
2. About s&ue
3 # Loss

3.

And
1•
2»
3.

4.

tour other relatives?
1» Mor®
2• About same
3. Less

5»

Did you move any of your furniture to Blantoa
1. No (Why not?
2, Tea (What did vou bring? '
'

6*

(COUPLES ONLY) Do you cook in your apartment, or do you
take your meals with the other residents?
1 # Cook all or most of meals#
2, Cook some, take some with others.
3. Take most or all with others.
4« Don't know} no answer.

7.

How do you like taking your meals with so many other
people?
1. Like
2. Doesn't bother me.
3. Hadn't thought about it.
4. Don't like it.

your other friends?
More
About same
Loss
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Gardens?
_}
)

§7
g.

We understand that meals are served at regular hours at
Blanton Gardens--breakfast at BtOO, lunch at 12:00, etc.
How do you like that?
1. Don't like
2. Like
3. Doesn't matter
4. Don't know

9.

(WOMEN OILY) How do you like not cooking for yourself?
1* Didn't for a long time before I moved here*
2* Doesn't bother me,
3. Hadn't thought about it; don't know.
4. Don't like it.

10.

Do you think you have sore or leas leisure time than you
did before you sored to Blanton Gardens—or is it about
the same?
t• More
2. About same
3. Less

11*

Do you watch TY store or less often—or about the same
aaaount of time that you did before you moved to Blanton
Gardens?
1. More
2. Less
3• About same

12.

What about listening to the radio?
1. More
2• Less
3 • About same

13*

And a phonograph? Do you listen to it more or lesa oftenor about the sea©?
1• More
2• Less
3 * About same

14*

How
1*
2.
3•
4.

15#

Is there any (other) thing that you didn't bring with
you that you miss very much?
1. No
2* Yes (What is that?

much do you miss not having your own TV?
Sot at all
A little
Very much
Don't know

)

aa
16.

Do you personally have a subscription to a daily paper
her© at Blanton Gardens?

17*

What about your other papers and magazines—-do you
still subscribe to the ones you took before you aoved?
0. Not applicable Chad no subscriptions)
1. No
2* Some of them
3, T®s» all of them

13.

Do you think you go more or lass to the movies than you
used to—or is it about the same?
1• More
2. About the same
3• Less
4* Didn't go before
5. Don*t know

19.

Did you keep your membership in the same church or move
it to one nearer to Blanton Gardens?
0. Not applicable—not a church member
1• Kept
2• Moved

20. As you know, they do not have regular Sunday church
services at Blanton Gardens, but of course you can go
to your own church. Do you like this or would you
prefer to have services at Blanton Gardens?
1• Like present plan.
2. Prefer services regularly at Blanton Gardens.
3. Prefer services at least occasionally at Blanton
Gardens•
4. Don*t know.
21.

As you know, there is a staff doctor at Blanton
Gardens to serve the people living here, M t if you
prefer you can use your own doctor. Which do you do?
1* Use staff doctor
2. Use own doctor
3. 0oesn*t natter to me; whichever is more convenient.

22.

What about the location of Blanton Gardens? Would you
like it better if it were closer to town or if it were
further out or do you think the location is just about
right?
1. Just about right
2. Would like closer to town
3« Would like further out
4. Doesn't matter
5. Don't know—hadn't thought about it
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23.

Blanton Gardens is a pretty modern-looking place with
all that glass and the design. Do you like that or
would you prefer buildings that were more conventional?
1. Like
2. Prefer more conventional
3* Doesn't matter
4* Don't know—hadn't thought about it

24*

What about the buildings feeing separated from on©
another—or at least just connected by covered walks?
How do you like that?
1• Like
2* Don't like (Why?
)
3* Don't think it matters
4. Haven't thought about it--or don't know

25.

If you have only a minor illness, there are arrangements to take care of you at Blanton Gardens, but if
ou are more seriously ill, you are moved to C, C«

?oung until you have recovered.

Then you can move
What do you think about that?

26.

back to Blanton Gardens•
1« Good idea
2. Don't like the idea (Why?
3. Hadn't thought about it—<!on*t know
What about the room (apartment—for married couples)
you have? Do you think it Is big enough for you?
1« Tes
2. No, qualified (It will have to do, etc.)
3. No, unqualified
4. Don't know
5. Hadn't thought about it

27.

Do you feel that you would prefer to clean your own
room rather than use the maid service?
1. Prefer maid service
2. Would prefer to do own work, but can't
3. Clean own room
4. Hadn't thought about it—don't know

2*.

(FEM&LE-SINGLE) At C # G. Young Home there are only
women, but at Blanton Gardens there are men and women,
including husbands and wives. Do you think you li^e
this better than if only women were living there?
1. Prefer women only
2. Prefer men and women
3. Doesn't matter
4« Don't know
5. Hadn't thought about it

}
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29.

(MALE-SINGLE) Slant on Gardens has men and women and sosse
married couples* That Is one way that It differs from
a place like C, C. Young Home which has only women.
Do yon like this, or would you prefer © place where only
men were living?
1 • Prefer men only
2. Prefer men and women
3. Doesn't matter
4. Don* t know
5. Hadn't thought about it,

30.

(COUPLES ONLT) Blanton Gardens has single men and women
residents as well as couples. Do you like, or would
you prefer a place where all residents were couplet?
1. Prefer couples
2. Like as is
3. Couples only is not realistic
4. Don't know
5. Doesn't matter
6. Hadn't thought about it

31•

Who
1•
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7*
$.

helped you move to Blanton Gardens?
Child or children
Other relative (Specify:
Friend
Meaber of my church (not a friend)
Commercial mover
Other (Specify:
Don't know
'
Hadn't thought about it

)

)

32.

Who would you say was the one person who most helped you
to make up your mind to move to Blanton Gardens?

33.

Blanton Gardens has a council elected by the residents
to help Mr. Washburn work out policies for administration. How do you think that idea is working out?
1. Good idea, fine
2. Don't think it works
3. Don't know—have to wait and see
4. Hadn't thought about it

34.

Blanton Gardens hss things like a snack bar and a
beauty parlor (men: barber shop) right here in the
buildings. Do you make much use of them?
1• fes, & lot
2. Some
3. No
4. Don't know
5. Hadn't thought about it
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35*

If volunteers wer© to b© needed to work in the snack
shop or the gift shop, do you think that you might
volunteer?
1 * No
2* Tea {or I do)
3. I might
4. Don't know
5. Hadn't thought about it

36. Altogether there are almost 120 persons living at
Blanton Gardens# Do you think that is to© many, to©
few, or just about the right number?

1. Too many
2»
3.
4.
37.

Too f m
About right, or don't care
Don't know

How do you like the type of furniture in the buildings

here?
1.

Like

2. Don't like
3•
4.

Doesn't matter
Don't know

I have a few more questions which aren't about Blanton
Gardens at all. Actually some of them are statements that
you sometimes hear people making. I'd like to know whether
you agree or disagree with them.

30.

There is little us® writing to public officials because
they are not really interested in the problems of the
average ©an.
1. Agree
2. Meutral or undecided, don't know
3. Disagree

39.

Nowadays a person has to live pretty much for today

and
1•
2.
3•

let tomorrow take car® of itself.
Agree
Seutral or undecided, don't know
Disagree

40. In spite of what some people say, the lot of the
average man is getting worse, not better.
1. Agree
2. Meutral or undecided, don't know .
3» Disagree
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41•

It is hardly fair to bring children into the world with
the way things look for the future*
1. Agree
2, Neutral or undecided, don1t know
3* Disagree

42. These days a person doesnH really know whom ho can
count on.
1. Agree
2. Neutral or undecided, don*t know
3. Disagree
43. Things just keep getting worse and worse for me as I
get older.
1• Agree
2. Ambivalent
3• Disagree
44.

As you get older would you say that things seem to be
better or worse than you thought they would be?
1. Better
2. Sam
3. Worse

45.

How often do you find yourself regretting the way
things have turned out for you?
1. Hardly ever
2. Sometimes—occasionally
3. Often

46.

How much do you regret the chances you missed during
your life to make the most of life?
1. Not at all
2. Somewhat
3. A good deal

47.

All in all how much unhappiness would you say you find
in life today?
1. Almost none
2. Some—not much
3# A good deal

43.

Do you ever feel that there is just no point in living?
1. Hardly ever
2.• Sometimes
3. Often

49.

How much do you plan ahead the things that you will be
doing next week or the week after?
1. Many plans
2. Few plans
3. Almost no plans
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50.

In general, how satisfied would you say you ar® with
your way of life today?
1• Very well satisfied
2. Fairly well satisfied
3. Dissatisfied

51.

In what age group do you feel that you now belong?
1. Middle aged
2. Old
3* Klderly
4. Aged

52*

One last question. 1 have a list of activities here.
Have you begun to do any of these things since you
moved to Blanton Gardens?
A.

Creative arts
1 • Weaving
2. Ceramics
3 • Painting
4. Tile and Mosaic Art
5• Handwork
Knitting
Crocheting
Sewing

B.

Education and seminars
1• Library
2. Heligion
3. Music and choir
4# Creative writing
5. Publication of "Young Times"

C.

Counseling (by qualified civic leaders)
1 * Legal
2, Financial
3* Spiritual
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